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Problem Issue

Many parents of English Learners
ARE NOT SELECTING

BILITERACY PROGRAMS
FOR THEIR CHILDREN



At least 20 years of English-only 
messaging

Why?



PROPOSITION 58

The good news



Biliteracy for Whom?



Information CHALLENGE

Some parents do not know how to find 
bilingual programs

There are few biliteracy programs in 
many communities

ELIGE y EXIGE



Website



Alas y Voz



Alas y Voz



MESSAGING CHALLENGE

FEAR their children will get confused when they try 
to learn two languages at once

FEAR their children will fall behind in learning 
English and in school

BELIEVE that they can teach their children Spanish 
at home

Parents:



To address these concerns 
and beliefs, it is necessary to 

go beyond presenting the 
benefits of bilingualism

MESSAGING STRATEGY



We need to tell 
compelling stories,

we need to stir emotions

HIGHLIGHT THE PROBLEM

MESSAGING STRATEGY



We must focus on
the impact of language loss 

on families and communities

HIGHLIGHT THE PROBLEM

MESSAGING STRATEGY



Young Hispanics

Many young Hispanics 
speak English

Yet, they grew up
speaking Spanish at home

Many parents speak Spanish 
to their children

(about language loss),



But…

The number
who speak English 

proficiently is increasing

Spanish use at home
is decreasing



With every generation, 
Hispanic parents speak 

less Spanish 
to their children

And…



Many people believe that 
SPEAKING a second language is 

enough

MESSAGING CHALLENGE



We must emphasize
what it means to be biliterate 

and why it is beneficial

MESSAGING STRATEGY



• Emphasize: Why is it difficult to 
teach children to speak AND 
write to high levels of 
proficiency in Spanish at home?

• Emphasize: How students
benefit when they proficiently 
speak and write in Spanish?

Biliterate



Why Social Media?



• U.S. Hispanics spend nearly 66% more time per week watching 
videos on their smartphones compared to the total market, with 
Facebook and YouTube being the top two digital video platforms 
used. 

• The content they watch clearly reflects Hispanic values of 
preserving their culture and language—73% of third-generation 
Hispanics watch videos that speak to their heritage and two 
out of three bilingual Hispanics watch videos in Spanish.

• But, what’s critical for marketers to understand is what they do 
after they watch. Hispanics share the content they consume on 
social five times more often than non-Hispanics, and that 
content is 35% more likely to be clicked on than content 
shared by non-Hispanics.

Why Social Media?



The Film

The Alas y Voz
Campaign Film

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRCXsUwi1BU&t=38s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRCXsUwi1BU&t=38s


Our platforms



The videos -YouTube



The videos -YouTube



Graphics



Cards



Alas y Voz



English website
Campaign.alasyvoz.org



English website
Campaign.alasyvoz.org



Toolkit
Toolkit.alasyvoz.org



Toolkit
Toolkit.alasyvoz.org



Graphics



Invitations/Announcem
ents

Facebook event cover

Announcement for 
newsletter

3x5



Registration Sheet
Email it to us (alasyvoz@californianstogether.org) so we can 

subscribe them to our newsletter 

mailto:alasyvoz@californianstogether.org


Join us!



How can you share the 
campaign with parents?

Engaging Parents



Do you have a story to share?

Telling YOUR Story


